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Audio vs. Video 



Musicians and Sound 
•  They only use the eyes to confirm what 

the ears have already told them 

•  They care about sound, not audio—there 
is a difference! 

•  They care about things like tone quality, 
pitch accuracy, phrasing; not frequency 
response and decibels 

•  They need to trust the accuracy of what 
the hear 



Pitch Timbre or “Color” Presence or “Space”

Low-Bandwidth Videoteleconference (80Hz-8kHz)

High-Bandwidth Videoteleconference (20Hz-20kHz)

What We Hear 

20 Hz Frequency Range of Human Hearing 20 kHz

Speech (80Hz-12kHz)

Orchestral Strings (30Hz-16kHz)

Telephone (200Hz-4kHz)
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Sound Quality 



3-Dimensional Audio World 
Compressed into a  

2-Dimensional Space

3-Dimensional Audio World 

Spatial Localization 
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The Three Secrets of 
Audio Success 

•  Location 

•  Location 

•  Location 



Microphone Types 
•  Dynamic - rugged, warm sounding, requires 

higher sound levels, good echo rejection 

•  Ribbon - rather fragile, warm sounding, works 
with fairly low sound levels, moderate echo 
rejection 

•  Condenser - fairly sturdy, bright and crisp 
sounding (accurate), will work with extremely low 
sound levels, poor echo rejection 



Microphone 
Polar Patterns 



Omnidirectional Microphone 



Figure-8 Microphone 



Cardioid Microphone 



Supercardioid Microphone 



Hypercardioid Microphone 



Boundary Microphone 



Physical Echo Rejection 



Electronic 
Gadgets 



Echo-Cancellation 
Modules 



…but stay tuned 



Fixing Their Echo 
The remote end hears their sound 

coming back to them. 



Use Gates or Expanders to 
Silence Local Microphones 

•  Helps reduce the echo at the remote end 
•  Insert a Gate or Expander on each Microphone Channel 
•  Gates turn off the channel when the input level drops, 

while Expanders turn down the channel.  Thus, Expanders 
are usually more graceful than Gates. 



Gate/Expander Basics 
•  A noise gate is used to mute or silence an audio 

channel when the incoming audio drops below a 
predetermined threshold. 

•  An expander is similar to a gate, except it turns the 
audio channel down rather than muting it completely. 

•  In general, expanders have a smoother, more 
graceful sounding process than do gates. 

•  Gates and expanders are most effective when there 
is a substantial level difference between the 
foreground audio and the background audio as 
happens when a directional microphone is placed 
close to the sound source. 



Fixing Your Echo 
You hear your sound 
coming back to you. 



Use a Sidechain Compressor 
to “Duck” Remote Audio Levels 

•  Helps reduce the echo at your (local) end 
•  Insert a “Sidechain” Compressor on Remote Audio 

Channels 
•  Set Sidechain “Key” input to the signal from the local 

microphone(s), and use a delay unit to delay the sidechain 
audio by the round-trip latency time 



Compressor Basics 
•  A compressor is normally used to narrow the 

dynamic range of an audio signal 

•  It does so by comparing the amplitude of the 
incoming audio signal to a predetermined threshold. 

•  Audio levels below the threshold are not affected, 
but audio levels that exceed the threshold are turned 
down. 

•  A side-chain compressor uses one audio signal, 
called the sidechain or key input, to control the main 
audio signal. Thus, when the sidechain signal is 
below the threshold the main audio is unaffected, but 
when the sidechain rises above the threshold, the 
main audio is ducked. 



Component Configuration 



General Tips for Best Results 
•  Do physical Echo Rejection first! 

•  Remember, do physical Echo Rejection 
first! 

•  Do gating at each end before any ducking. 

•  Do a little echo control at each end rather 
than a lot at just one end. 

•  Did I mention that you should do physical 
Echo Rejection first? 



ECHODamp
A Multi-Channel Audio Mixer and 

Dynamics-Based Echo Controller for 
High-Bandwidth Musical Videoteleconferences 



ECHODamp
•  Intuitive and easy-to-use audio mixing and echo 

cancellation in one software package. 
•  Uses a dynamics-based algorithm rather than a 

frequency-based one (like Acoustic Echo Cancellation) 
to preserve the full frequency range of your audio. 

•  Runs on both Macintosh and Windows computers. 
•  Compatible with any 4X4 (or larger) hardware audio 

interface that supports CoreAudio on the Macintosh or 
MME, DirectSound, or ASIO on the Windows platform. 

•  Available this fall! 
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